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has evidentlyborrowed the terms "heredity"
"
and inheritance" fromevery-daylanguage, in whichthe
meaning of these words is the "transmission" of monev
or things,rights or duties-or even ideas and knowledge
-from one person to another or to some others: the
"'heirs" or "inheritors."
The transmission of properties-these may 'be things
owned or peculiar qualities-from parents to their
children,or frommore or less remote ancestors to their
descendants,has been regarded as the essential point in
the discussion of heredity in biology as in jurisprudence.
Here we have nothingto do withthe latter; as to biology,
the studentsof this science have again and again tried to
conceive or " explain" the presumed transmission of
general or peculiar characters and qualities "inherited"
from parents or more remote ancestors. The view of
natural inheritanceas realized by an act of transmission,
viz., the transmission of the parent's (or ancestor's)
personal qualities to the progeny,is the most naive and
oldest conception of heredity. We findit clearly developed by Hippocrates, who suggested that the different
parts of the body may produce substances which join in
the sexual organs, where reproductivematter is formed.
BIOLOGY

'Address before the American Society of Naturalists, December, 1910.
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Darwin's hypothesis of "pangenesis" is in this point
very consistentwith the Hippocratic view, the personal
qualities of the parent or the ancestor in question being
the heritage.
Also the Lamarckian view as to the heredity of
"acquired characters" is in accordance with those old
conceptions. The currentpopular definitionof heredity
as a certain degree of resemblancebetweenparents and
offspring,or, generally speaking,betweenancestors and
descendants,bears the stamp of the same conceptions,
and so do the modern"biometrical" definitionsof hereditv, e. g., as "the degree of correlation between the
abmodalityof parent and offspring." In all these cases
we meetwiththe conceptionthat the personal qualities of
anv individual organism are the true heritableelements
or traits!
This may be characterized as the "transmission-conception" of heredityor as the view of apparent heredity
Only superficialinstructioncan be gained .byworkingon
thisbasis. Certainly,medical and biological statisticians
have in moderntimes been able to make elaborate statements of great interest for insurance purposes, for the
" eugenics-movement" and so on. But no profound
insight into the biological problem of heredity can be
of
gained on this basis, for the transmission-conception
heredityrepresentsexactly the reverse of the real facts,
just as the famous Stahlian theoryof "phlogiston" was
an expression diametrically opposite to the chemical
reality. The personal qualities of any individual organism do not at all cause the qualities of its offspring;but
the qualities of both ancestor and descendantare in quite
the same mannerdeterminedby the natureof the " sexual
substances"-i. e., the gametes-from which they havedeveloped. Personal qualities are then the reactions of
the gametes joining to forma zygote; but the nature of
the gametes is not determinedby the personal qualities
of the parents or ancestors in question. This is the
modernview of heredity.
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The main result of all true analytical experimentsin
questions concerning genetics is the upsetting of the

transmlission-conception of heredity, and the two differ-

ent ways of genetic research: pure line breeding as well
as hybridization after Mendel's model, have in thlat
respect led to the same point of view, the "genotypeconceptiom" as we may call the conception of heredity
just 1o0W sketched.
Here we can not trace the historical evolution of the
ideas concerningheredity,not even in the last ten years,
but it mustbe stated as a factthat a very great numberof
the termsused by the modernbiological writershave been
created under the auspices of the transmnission-conception, and that perhaps the greater number of botanists
and zoologists are not yet emancipatedfromthat old conception. Even convinced Mendelians may occasionally
be caught using such words as "transmission" and other
now obsolete terms.
The science of geneticsis in a transitionperiod, becoming an exact science just as the chemistryin the times of
Lavoisier, who made the balance an indispensable implementin chemicalresearch.
The "genotype-conception," as I have called the
modern view of heredity,differsnot only from the old
"transmission-conception" as above mentioned,but it
differsalso fromthe related hypotheticalviews of Galton,
Weismann and others,who withmore or less effectiveness
triedto expel the transmission-idea,having thus the great
merit of breaking the ground for the settingin of more
unprejudiced inquiries. Galton, in his admirable little
paper of 1875, and Weismann, in his long series of fascinating but dialectic publications,have suggested that the
elements responsible for inheritance (the elements of
Galton's "'stirp'" or of Weismaun's "'Keimplasma")
involve the differentorgans or tissue-groupsof the individual developing from the zygote in question. And
Weismann has furthermorebuilt up an elaborate hypothesis of heredity, suggesting that discrete particles of
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the chromosomes are "bearers" of special organizing1U,
functionsin the mechanismof ontogenesis,a chromnatinparticle in the nucleus of a gamete being in some way the
representativeof an organ or a group of tissues.
These two ideas: that "elements" in the,zygote correspond to special organs, and that discreteparticles of the
are "bearers" of special parts of the whole
chrombiosom)R/es
inheritance in question are neither corollaries of, nor
premises for, the stirp- or genotype-conception. Those
special ideas mav have some interest as expressions of
the searching mind, but they have no support in experience; the firstof themis evidentlyerroneous,the second
a purely speculative morphokogicalview of hereditywithout any suggestivevalue.
The genotype-conceptionof the present day, initiated
by Galton and Weismann, but now revised as an expression of the insightwon by pure line breeding and Mendelism, is in the least possible degree a speculative conception.
Of all the Weismannian armory of notions and
categories it may use nothing. It is a well-established
fact that language is not only our servant,when we wish
to express-or even to conceal our thoughts,but that it
may also be our master, overpowering us by means of the

notions attached to the currentwords. This fact is the
reason why it is desirable to create a new terminologyin
all cases where new or revised conceptions are being
developed. Old terms are mostly compromnised
by their
application in antiquated or erroneous theories and
systems,from which they carryTsplinters of inadequate
ideas not always harmless to the developing insight.
Therefore I have proposed the terms "gene " and
''genotyvpe'"and some furtherterms, as "'phenotype'"
and "'biotype," to be used in the science of genetics. The
''gene " is nothingbut a very applicable littleword,easily.
combinedwith others,and hence it may be useful as an
expressionforthe " unit-factors,'' ''elements" or ' allelomorplis' iii the gametes, demonstrated by modern
Mendelian

researches.

A ''genotype''

is the Sumll total of
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all the "genes" in a gamete or in a zygote. When a
mlonolyvbrid
is formedby cross fertilization,the ''genoin one single
type" of this F1-organismis lheterozygotic
point and the "genotypes" of the two "''enodifferent"
gametes in question differin one single point from each
otller.2

As to the nature of the ''genes" it is as vet of no value
to propose any hypothesis; but that the notion ''gene"
covers a reality is evident from Mendelism. The Mendelian workers have the great merit of being prudent in
theirspeculations. In full accordance withthis restraint
-a quite natural reaction against the morphologicophlantastical speculations of the Weismiann scllool it

may be emiplhatically,recommended to use the adjectival
term "'genotypical'' instead of the noun ''genotype.''
We do not know a "'genotype,' bnt we are able to dem-ion-

strate "genotypiceal" differencesor accordances. Used

in these

derivated

ways

tbe term 'gene'

and

4'geno-

type'' will lprejudice nothing. The very appropriate
German term ''Reaktiolnsnorm''
usecl by Woltereck is, as
may\be seen, nearly sy-nolny-mous
-with ''oenotvpe,'' in
so far as the ''Reaktionsnlorml''is tile sul1 total of tile
That these
potentialities of the zv gotes in question.

potentialitiesare partly separable ("segreg-atingg"after
hTybridization)is acleqnately expressed by tile '"'geilotype'' as composed of ''genies.'' The ''Reaktionslnorm'
the diversity and still tile unity in tbe
of the indclividLual organismn; certainly, the partic})ellavior
uhar1organism is a whole, and its multiple varvinl reactions are determined byvits '4'oenotApe'' interferinolwiti
the totahlitv
of all incident factors, may it be external or
internal. Thence the notion 'Reaktionslnorlm''" is fully
compatible with the genotype-econception.
The genotypes can be eexaminedl
only by tbe qualities
and reactions of tile organlismnsin question. Supposing
emphasizes

2

They may therefore be characterized as "''mono-genio(lifferent";this

term aa(l the fartlher terms '' di-genodiffereait'' and( so on, imay or ilmaynot

be of an.y use.
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that some organisms of identical genotypicalconstitution
are clevelopinigunder differentexternal conditions,thenr
these differenceswill produLice
more or less differencesas
to the personal qualities of the individual organisms. By
simple inspectionof series of differentindividuals it will
be quite impossible to decide if theyhave or have not the
same genotypicalconstitution even if we know them to
be honiozygotic.' We may easily findout that the organisnmsin question resemble each other so much that they
belong to the same "type" (in the currentsense of this
word), or we may in other cases state that they present
a disparity so considerable that two or more different
''types " may be discerned.
All "types" of organisms, distinguishable by direct
inspection or only by finer methods of measuring or
description, may be characterized as ''phenotypes."
Certainlyphenotypesare real things; the appearing (not
only apparent) "'types'" or "'sorts'" of organisms are
again and again the objects for scientificresearch. All
typical phenomena in the organic world are eo ipso
phenotypical, and the description of the myriads of
phenotypes as to forms,structures,sizes, colors and other
characters of the living organisms has been the chiefaim
of natural history,-which
was ever a science of essentially
morphological-descriptivecharacter.
Morphology,supported by the huge collections of the
museums, has of course operated with phenotypesin itsspeculations concerning phylogenetic questions. The
idea of evolutiomtby condt10iUoUstran)tsitionsfrom one

"type" to another must have imposed itself upon zoologists and botanists, because the varying external conditions of life are often4 shiftingthe phenotypes in very
finegradations; but also-and that is an importantpoint
-because there may always be found considerable genotypical differenceshidden in apparently howogeiteous
populations, exhibitingonly one single "type" around
3 Here we are not concerned with the question of variable

dominance, etc.

4Not always, as Bateson has the merit of having emphasized.
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which the individuals fluctuate. For the descriptivemorphologicalview the manifestationsof the phenotypes
in differentgenerations are the main point, and here the
immediately announces itself.
transmnission-conception
Hence we may adequately define this coilception as a
'phenotype-conception'' in opposition to the genotypeconception.

As already stated, the genotype-conceptionhas been
gained in two ways: pure line breedingand hybridization.
The firstway leads to an analysis of the existing stocks
or populations,the second way may realize an analysis of
the genotypical constitution of the individuals. The
analysis of populations has its mostobviousimportancein
all such cases, where the phenotypes are quantitatively
characterized. Even where individuals with considerable genotypical differencesco-exist,the population may
-by simpleinspectionor bystatisticalappreciation seen
to exhibit only one phenotype,this being usually characterized by the average measure of the individuals (dimensions, weight,intensityof any quality,numberof organs
and so on). This is due to the fluctuatingvariability
swamping all limits between the differentspecial plhenotypes in question (see the diagram).
organisms (several
Populations of self-fertilizing
cereals and beans, peas and others) have offeredthe
starting point for pure line breeding as a scientific
method of reseatrch. A pure line may be definedas the
descendalntsfrom one single homoz-ygotic
organism,. exclusivelypropagating by self-fertilization. "Pure line"
indicating nothing as to
is a merely genealogical termia,
the qualities of the individuals in question. A' "linee"
ceases to be "'pure" when hybridization(or even intercrossing) disturbs the continuityof self-fertilization.
From a population of homozygotic self'fertilizers
there can be started (isolated) as many pure lines as
there are fertile individuals of course very many of
such pure lines will be quite identical in genotypical
constitutionand might in reality belongyto one and the
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In each case the beans enclosed in glasstubes are marshalled in equidistant classes of length; identical classes are
superposed. the pure lines show transgressive fluctuation: it is mostly impossible to state by simple inspection of any individual bean the line to which. it
belongs.-The fluctuations about the average length (the phenotype) within the
pure lines as well as in the mixed population show no characteristic difference.
TION " FOR-MED BY THEIR

UNION.
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sane pure line if the genealogy wTasbut sure. The
guarantee of the descendenceis thus a main point in the
principle of pure lines. Identity of genotypical nature
is not at all a proof for identical genealogy: the widespread confusion of "resemblance" with "'genealogical
relation'' is the root of mutich
evil-of which.the statistics of biometricianshave given us some instances.
The isolation of pure lines fromplant-populationshas
been the instrumentfor gaining the convTictionthat selectioniis not able to shift the natur-e of genotyipes.
The well-knowndisplacement of the "type" of a population by selection-this displacemnent
proceeding from
generation to generation in the direction indicated by
the selection is due to the existence a prjioriof genotypical differencesin such populations (see the diagram). By selection a relatively great number of those
organisils, whose genotypical constitutionis favorable
for the realization of the desired degrees of an-ycharacter, wTillbe saved for reproduction; hence the result
of the selection!
Within pure lines if no mutation or other disturbances have been at work or within a population in
which there is no genotypical differenceas to the character in question, selectionwill have no hereditaryinfluence. This result has in recent years also been reached
by several other experimentersin genetics. Here I also
mnayrecall the brilliant experiments of H. S. Jennings
with Paranicecium,experimentswhich have been cainied
out quite independentlyof my own researches and which
have been of great importance for the propagation
and support of the genotype-conception. Tbe bearing
It can not be detected by inspection that the five upper diagrams represent
phenotypes which are genotypically homogeneous, while the nethermost diagram
a phenotype masking five others.
That
-the sum of the others-indicates
these

five phenotypes

all

are

genotypically

different is known

a

priori

in this

the pIopulaspecial case, but it could not be discerned by simple ilspection.-In
tion genotypical differences are combined with merely individual fluctuations
within the single pure line only such fluctuations are seen. Hence, while selection within a pure linc will have no hereditary influence, it is evident that any
selection in the population must shift or move the " type " of the progeny in
the direction of selection.
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of these experimentshas been attacked on the ground
tliat the Paraniceciunlsmultiplyasexually; but tills matter seems to me of no importance in the present case.
The experience that pure-line breeding of plants and
pure-strain cultures of micro-organisms,in full agreement, demonstrate the non-adequacy of selection as a
factor,is a circumstanceof the greatgenotype-shifting
est interest. Also Woltereck's experiments with
Daplinias, the important researches of Wolff, ancdthe
highllv interesting indications of C. 0. Jensen as to
bacteria may be mentionedhere as furthersupports for
this view. Quite recentlyPearl has arrived at the same
conclusion as to the egg-productionby fowls.
The famous Galtonian law of regression and its corollaries elaborated by Pearson pretended to have establislhecd
the laws of ''ancestral influences'' in mathematical terms. Now, bv the pure-line explanation of the
well known action of selection in poly-genotypicpopulations, these laws of correlationhave been put in their
right place; such interestingproducts of mnathematical
genius may be social statistics in optimiaform
qia, but they
have nothing,at all to do with genetics or general biology! Their premises are inadequate for insightinto the
nature of heredity.
Ancestral influence! As to heredity\,
it is a my\Tstical
expression for a fiction. The ancestral influencesare
the "'ghosts'" in genetics, but generally the belief in
ghosts is still powerful-. In pure lines no influenceof the
special ancestry can be traced; all series of p3rogenT
long generations.
keep the genotypeunclhangedthirouohi
A. D. Darbisblire's laborious investigations as to the
classical object of Mendel's researches, green and yellow
peas, mnayeven convince a biometrician that the ances-

tral influenceis zero in "alternative inheritance." Ancestral influencein heredityis, plainly speaking, a term
of the "'traansniission-coneeptioii"and nothing else.
The characters of ancestors as well as of descendants
are both in quite the same manner reactions of the geno-
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typical constitutionof the gametes in question. Partieular resemblances between an ancestor and one or more
of his descendants depend-so far as heredity is responsible-on correspondingparticular identities in the
genotypical constitution,and, as wvehave urged here,
perhaps to excess, the genotypeis not a functionof the
personal character of any ancestor.
The genotypic constitutionof a gamete or a zygote
may be parallelized with a complicated chemnico-phlys, conlsequetice
ical structure. This reacts exclusively 1a
state, but not in consequence of the
history of its creation. So it may be with the genoof its realize

typical constitutionof gametes and zAgotes: its history
is without influenceupon its reactions, which are cletermined exclusively by its actual nature.

The genotype-conceptionis thus an historici" view
of the reactions of living beings-of course only as far
as true heredityis concerned. This view is an analog to
the chemical view, as already pointed out; chemical compounds have no comnpromising
ante-act, LEG is always
H.O, and reacts always in the same manner,whatsoever
may be the "'history" of its formation or the earlier
states of its elements. I suggest that it is useful to
emphasize this "radical" ahistoric genotype-conception
of heredityin its strict antagonism to the transmissionor phenotpTe-view.
As to the evolutionof human civilizationwe meet with
true anc)estral influtences, viz., the tradition, (comprising

literature, monumlentsof art, etc., and all forms of
teaching). Tradition is playing a very great role, but
tradition is quite differentfromheredity. Nevertheless
there may oftenbe danger of confusion;and here the use
of false analogs is not harmless. So an obscure metaphor is involved in archeologists' reference to Greek
temples as "ancestors " of some types of Christian
churches,or in their speaking of the descent of violins
from more primitive"'ancestors.'" Certainly,evolution.
of types of tools, instruments and implements of 'all
kinds is-at least partiallyv-goingon by means of select-
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factors combined with tradition,the latter not only
conserving the valuable types but actively stimulatinig
their improvement. But all this has nothingat all to do
with the biological notion of heredity. It is of course
interestingto see that the idea of "evolution by selection" has won credit in archeology, sociology, etc., bujt
this inv\oljvesnothing'as to genetics, for which'"tradi-

ive

tion"' is irrelevant.

Tue verv "radical" form of the genotype-conception
advocated here mav be too "theoretical'" to be carried
throughin all its consequences in cases of practical experimentsin genetics. In nature and even in the chemical factories the chemical compounds are not always to
be had in quite pure state. The history of a preparation may sometimesbe traced by accompanyingimpurities. As to the analogyvwith the genotypes we touch
here the question whether the genotypical constitution
of a gamnete
may not be accompanied by some accessorial
or accidental

'impuritiess"

from

the

individual

organ-

ism in which the gamete was de-veloped.
Here we meet wNith
the cases of "spurious'" heredity,
e. g. the infectionsof the oamnetes
or zygotes as may be
seen in certain cases of tuberculosis,syphilis,etc. Sucl
arid other forms of spurious hereditymav have the appearance of "'hereditary transmission' or 'ancestral
influence'";but theoreticallythey do not interfereat all
wit~hthe genotype-conceptionof heredity. In such interesting cases as that detected by (lorrens, viz., the
''heredity'" of a special form of albinism by '"transmission" throughthe plasm.of the ovum-the sperm.not
transmittingthis character-we may at tblefirstglance
be puzzled. Nevertheless,as Correns himselfpoints out.
here we have certainlyto do with a. pathological state of
the plasm or the clhromatophoresin question, and that
may perhaps be the reason for the lack of heredity
carries no (?) plasm or only a
throughthe sperim-,which
small, quantitNT. The etiology of such abnormalities
being as -yetquite unknown,it may often'be very difficult
to distinguish them clearly from "'genotypically" de-
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terminedabnormalities which show the normal formn
of

heredity through both ovum and sperm.

The case quoted

demands furtherexperience and seems not to be in accord with results of Baur's experiments. At any rate,
there may be several difficulties
to overcome in -thefull
and consistent application of the genotype-conception,
difficultiesthat mnavbe characterized as perturbations
bv infectionor contamination. And herebv it must be
remembered that theoretically,as well as practically,
there are no sharp limits between ''normal'' and "pathological" manifestationsof life. '"Nature is beautiful,
but not correct, is a Danish saying.
The principle of pure lines or, generally,pure culture,
is of importancealso for elucidatingthe celebrated question of the inheritanceof "acquired characters." Mendelismi and pure-line researches are here in the most
beautiful accordance, both emphasizing the stability of
genotypical constitution;the formeroperating with the
constituents unities, the latter with the -behaviorof tlhie
of the genotypesin question. The brilliantwork
tot[alit!y
of Tower with Leptinotarsa and the highly suggestive
injection experiments of MacDougal indicate that
changes of the genotypicalconstitutionare produced by
steps, discontinuously. And as yet no experimentwith
genotypicallyhomogeneous cultures has given any evidence for the Lamarckian view, the most extreme
ever issued. As to bacteria,
"transimiission"-conception
the importantexperimentsrecentlymade by C. 0. Jeuisen for the purpose of clhangingtheir types through
adaptation have given not only absolutely negative results, -buthave demonstratedthe fallacy of some positive indications by previous authors. Lamarckism and
selectionisin are certainly at bottom the same thing: the

belief in personal qualities being ''transmitted" to the
offspriiig. Observations ill impure populations are now
their places of resort; nevertheless,it is granted that
their history in biology as suggestive ideas has been most
glorious.

Apropos, some cases of apparent action of selection
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mav have direct touch with Lamarekian ideas, as, e. y.,
De Vries's selection of buttercups,recently quoted by
Jennings as "the only case that lie has found" indicating hereditary action of selection: "Here, after
selection the extremewas moved far beyond that before
selection." And Jennings says: ''Possibly repetitioii
with thoroughanalytical experimentationwill show that
somethingbesides selection has brought about the great
change. But at present the case stands sharply against
the generalizations fromthe pure line work."
Certainly Jennings is in reason, when he, on the
ground of his own masterly researches, looks out for
"something besides selection." There are three directions for the inquiry here. First, the strong evidence
that the buttercup-populationwas not at all homogeneous. Secondly, the possibility of intercrossing. I only
need to point out the beautiful researches of Shull as to
the effectof intercrossingin maize. Tbe lheterozygotes
were here larger and more productive than the pure
strains. The surprises of heterozygotic'constructions'
or of new combinationsin F9 may perhaps be responsible for the case of De Vries's buttercups; I shall not
try to discuss it. But, thirdly, we have an instance
pointed out several times bv De Vries himself,viz., the
comiiibiniationi,
"la selection
iiourjis7bhment:
of selection itwith

c'est l'alimentation" as it has been said. I suppose that
we have here the essential point. The buttercupsin culture have been better nourished than before the experiments. Hence, the "best" genotypes having been selected from the population and submittedto ''better"
of the
nourishment,the result would easily be a mnoviing
extremesfar beyond those before selection. The buttercup-case seems to me to present no difficultiesfor the
genotype-conception.
The practical breeders are a somewhatdifficult
people
to discuss with. Their methods of selection combined
with special training and ''nurture' in the widest sense
of this word are mostlyunable to throw any light upon
questions of genetics, and yet they only too frequently
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make hypothesesas to the nature of heredityand variability. Darwin has somewhat exaggerated the scientific
value of breeders' testimonies,as if a breeder eo ipso
must be an expert in heredity. As to the principle of
pure lilies it has been occasionally vindicated by Gerthat pure line breeding
man authors, e. y., K. v. Rliimker,
is a tlingiold and well known. This is quite true; nearly
not only emphasized in a
sixty years ago L. ATilmorin
lucid manner tile importance of pure breeding, but lie
even tried a little to use his experiences theoretically,.
EButit can not be denied that the principle of pure lines,.
as a true scientific analytical ilplelnent, as aii indispensable method of researl'chin he)-edity not merely as a
questionable and, at any rate, -unilateral and insufficient

method of practical breeding is a novelty from recent
years.

Had this analytical principle been.used

in the

times of Darwin, or had it even been appreciated in due
time by the biometric school, certainlythe real bearing
of selectionniight long since have been rightly ilnderstood also by the practical breeders of pure strains.
The genotypes may then be characterized as something fixedand may be, to a certain degree, parallelized
with the most comlplicatedliolecules of organic clienistry consisting of "nuclei" with a multitude of "sidechains.
Continuing for a lmomentsuchlla metaphor, we
may even suggest that the genes may be looked upon as
analogs of the "radicals"
or "'side-chains.''
All such

ideas may as yet be preemature;but they are highly
favored by the recent researches of Miss Wheldale.
The fixityof a genotypical constitutionin question is
the conception arrived at by Mendelian alld pure line
work. Hence there is a discontinuitybetween different
gentotypes. This discontinuityhas been energetically
contested bv several biologists, among whom Woltereck

may be pointed out as an important representative. In
his very interesting report on experiments with Daplinias, Woltereck indicates, as said above, that selection
was as yet ineffective; nioreover he describes a case of.
discontinuious alterataionof type (niutation), and his ex-
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periments designed to confirmthe Larnarckian view
lave given as yet negative results, even though these
may be called "promising," as he says. So all the evidence of his breeding experimentsis in reality quite in
favor of our genotype-conce-ption!
But how much depends -upon our mental eyesight,
whTlatwe see. Woltereck confesses openly his belief in
continuous evolution and remarks that for a convinced
selectioiiist of the Weismann school the new genotvpeconceptionis a "'hard blow.'" The aim of his paper in
question is to parry offsuch blows. Of course this parry
can not use his owinstatements just mentioned; as to
their obvious but inconvenientaccordance with our conception Woltereck might apply the famous words from
Harvey's times: "''ideo sed non cr'edo." Hence the
argumi
ents must be taken from other observations, and
some very instructiveresults of cultures under varying
conditionshave supplied the piece de rersistaucefor tbe
discussion. Woltereck is within his righ-twhen asserting that we consider differentgenotypes as haviiig constaunitdifferences (like differentformulas in chemistry).
This is an essential point; but Woltereck, admittingno
constancy in the differences,tries to demonstrate that
our view must be fallacious.
In a very suggestive manner lie presents "''phenotypecurves'" for several pure strains. These curves are
graphical schemes expressing (for the strain in question) the average degree or intensityof any particular
character as it manifests itself under differentconditions, e. g., the relative length of heads by poor, intermediate and rich feeding, etc. Such ''phenotypecurves' may indeed be very useful as records of the
behavior of the organisms in question, and theyvmark
certainly a valuable progress in descriptive methocis.
The plienotype-curvesof the Daplmias in question
sometimesshow rather constant differencesbetween the
pure strains compared; but mostly this is not the case.
Especially under extreme conditions,e. g., with poor or
even with verv rich feeclino somle of the curves ae con-
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fluent. So the differencesbetweenthe phenotype-curves
may vary considerably or may even vanish entirely.
These experiences agree with numerous observations of
Wesenberg Lund as to the Daphuniasin the Danish lakes,
and there is no doubt as to their correctness.
But when Woltereck thinks that these facts are inconsistentwith the existence of constant differencesbetween the genotypes, lie shows himself to have totally
misunderstoodthe question! Of course the phenotypes
of the special characters,i. e., the reactions of the genotypical constituents,may under differentconditions exhibit all possible forms of transition or transgression
-this has nothing at all to do with constancy or inconstancy of genotypicaldifferences.
Every student of genetics ought to know this; some
few examples may sufficeto enforceit: Temperature has
great influenceupon the intensityof color in flowers;all
shades of intensityfrom saturated reddish-blueto pure
white may be observed with differenttemperatures in
lilac flowers of the " colored" varieties. Such pure
white floweringeindividuals are-as to color-phenotypically not distinguishable from genotypically pure
witee " varieties. Nobody will assume that there
should be genotypical transitions here! Pure lines of
beans may in one yearly
be differentin size, e. g., the
average of the line A exceeding that of B. In another
year B may exceed A., or their average sizes mnaybe
practically identical. Differences of soil may produLce
somethingsimilar, and it is well known to breeders that
some strains of wheat yield relatively much better than
others on rich soil, while the reverse is realized on
poorer soils. In four subsequentyears two pure lines of
barley, bothicharacterized by a considerable degree of
disposition to produce vacant spikelets (aborted grains)
in the heads, presented the phenotypeshere indicated in
percentages of such vacancies.
Pure line L:
Pure line G:

30
5

33
45

27
3

29
28
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are nevertheless constant;
The genotype-differences
the "Reaktionsnorrns" of the organisms in Woltereck's
cases, as well,as in the examples just cited, are of course
eo ipso ''constantly different'"just as well as the 'Reaktionsnorms" of differentchemical compounds. And as
to chemical analogies it rnayperhaps be useful to state
that differentchemical compounds (the structural or
constitutionaldifferencesof which surely are granted to
be discontinuous and constant) may sometimes show
''reaction-curves" highlyresemblingWoltereck's " phento point
otype-curves.' It is, I suppose, quite sufficient
out the temperature-curvesof solubilitv for different
salts of sodium and other metals. These curves interfere in differentways, cutting each other or partiallyT
in analogy with.Woltereck's phenotype-currves.
confluent,
The essential point in the whole matter is, of course,
that a special genot\7lpicalconstitutionalways reacts in
the

same

manner

under

identical

conditions

as

all

chemical or physical structuresmust do. Differencesin
genotypical constitution(as well as differencesin cheniical or physical nature) are not bound to manifestthemselves at all-and still less to do so in the same sense
under all conditions. Sometimes even quite special
conditionsmay+be required for the realization of possibilities ("Potenzen," as some German authors are saying), due to a special genotypical nature: This is a wellknownfact in physiologyas in the fineart of gardening,.
Baur has long since emphasized the importance of this
point for the Mendelian researches.
So the criticisms of Woltereck as to the genotypical
discontinuityand constancy are only based upon a regrettable misconception of the genotype-notion. Over
and over we findin currentliterature this confusion of
genotypes with phenotypes,and we even haavemet with
the idea, that the Daphnias of a lake may in summer
diverge in differentraces or varieties but that in winter
theyconvergeinto one single race! In this statementof
Wesenberg Lund, the author regards of course only the
phenotypesin a purely descriptivemanner. It is evident
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that Woltereck's view has been influencedby Wesenberg
Lund in this matter; but what mightbe fairly excused in
the latter is not allowable for an experimenterpretending
to work with cardinal questions of genetics.
and constant differencesbetween the
DiscontinuityNT
"genes " are the quotidian bread of Mendelismn,
and here
the harmonyof Mendelism and pure line work is perfect.
We have dealt with some recent criticismof the pure line
0
results 1o-Tit
is time to look at Mendelismn.The astonishing evolUtion of this mnodeof research has giveen an
almost interminablestock of special results, and cases
that at firstmight seem incompatiblewith the MIendelT on a
ian views have been analyzed more thoroughly
large scale and have shown themselves quite in accordance with Mendelism. The magnificentbook of Bateson
gives a full account of this prosperous state of Mendelian research. And it mayNT
be evident that Menclelism
gives the most strikingverificationof the essential.point
in Galton's "'stirp-hypothesis'": the inadequacy of
the personal quality in heredityv.At the same time it
overthrows totally the idea of

"orgast's

as being repre-

sented by the unities of the "stirp,"'pointing out that
the personal qualities of the or'gavism) ini toto are the results of the reactions of the genotypical constitution.
The segregation of one sort of "gene"' may have influeiice upon the whole organization. Hence the talk of
''genes for any particular character'" ought to be
o0lhitted,even in cases -whereno danger of confusion
seems to exist. So, as to the classical cases of peas, it is
not correctto speak of the gene-or genes-for 'yellow''
in the cotyledonsor for their "'wrinkles,'-yellow color
aiid wrinkledshape being,only reactions of factors that
may have many other effects in the pea-plants. It
should be a principle of Mendelian workers to minimize
the numberof differentgenes as much as possible.
Here we meet with the questions of correlation and
'coupling " of genes. I can not here enterinto a discussion as to the notion of ''correlation" with its several
in my "'Elemente cler exalten Erbliclhkeitsmneamings;
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lehre'' a ratherfull discussion is to l)e found. I may only
point out here that many cases of presumed correlation
may simply be cases of two or more characters (reactions) due to the presence or even absence-of. one
single gene. The phenot-ypically distinct and even diversely localized " characters" convey easily the impression that they are reactions of differentgenes.
The highly interestingexperiences of Correns, Doncaster, Morgan, Spillman and others as to the sex-determining factors, are in some way connected with
researches of correlationand "coupling," of genes. The
discussion of the ingenious Bateson-Punnett scheme for
Abcriaxasand Morgan's suggestive schemes as to Drosophila may favor the idea of what may be called "ramified" genes. Castle has in his splendid researches as to
color-factorsin rabbits, etc., initiated a systematic description of the (partially) analyzed genotypes, somewhat resembling the formulas of organic "structural
chemistry." If we suggest an analogy between the
radicals of chemistryand the genes, the (partial) genoin Castle's manner mnaybe able to demontype-formulcas
strate ramificationsof the genes inserted upon the main
group of the genotype-constituents.Pausing a mitoment
it may be suggested that the "'branch.'
on this nmetaplior,
or "'branchess" of a ratified gene may be more difficult
to separate fromits "trunk" than the whole gene from
the totalityof the gtenotype.I shall here only ask if such
views maybe of any use as workinghypotheses. Thei1
bearing as to the realization of mutations is obvious,but the purely speculative nature of these suggestions
can not as yet warrant a longer discussion here.
It should always be borne in mind that the Mendelian
analysis is pubriely Belative. Baur and Slull and even
several othershave emphasized this fact when discussing
the segregations in their experiments, and Shull has
clearly pointed out that it may be quite impossible to indicate whether a particular reaction (character) is due
to somethiingpositive or to the lack of a factor in the
genotypical constitution. All that can as yet be deter-
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minedin this regard by Mendelian analysis is the nwm~ber
of differing points between the two gametes forming a

heterozygote. Such differencesmay be termed "yenoT
facts, that a "character"
difereces."
ve well-knoNTn
may be dominantin some hybridsbut recessive in others,
and that segregation in differentcases may be very different,indicate that "characters" are complicated reacas to
tions. The famous case of Bateson's fowl-hy\Tbrids
the formof comb may here be quoted as an example: In
Walnut comb X Rose comb the latter is recessive, in
Single comb X Rose comb it is dominant,tci in both
cases the segregationgi-vesthreeclominants:one recessive.
Now Bateson has shown that ''Walnut''

is a compound

of Rose- and Pea-comnb. Homozygotic W~alnutdiffers
from homozygoticRose only in one point, as does Rose
compared with Single. But Walnut-gametesdifferfrom
Single-gametes in two points; hence Walnut X Single,
witl1Walnut as dominant, segregates in Walnut, Rose
Pea and Single in the proportions 9:3:83 :1. Even with
this analysis it is as yet not possible to decide whether
Single or Walnut is the formof comb for the realization
of which the greater number of positive factors are required. Suggesting whcatseems to be the most probable assumption that Walnut is the most geno-comiplicated case, Single may even be an expression for a
multitude of genes in the fowl-constitution. The relativity of the analysis by segregation must in all suchl
cases be remembered,and it is quite erroneous to think
that dominance indicates the positivity of the " unitfactor" in question: So "Horns" are in Wood's cases
dominant in male sheep but recessive in female sheep.
And as to analogs with chemical reactions it must be
kept in mind that a characteristic reaction may be the
consequence of lackcof any substance as well as dependent upon the presence of any special compound in
the solution in question.
The elaborate work of Mendelians of recent years has.
shown very complicated segregations,and the most specialized segregationis almost the most specialized analy-
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sis still known of any "character" in question. Tle
''units'" or "unit-factors'" stated in Mendelian work are
consequentlyquite provisory,depending essentiallyupon
the numberof genodifferencesin the special crossing.
Probably it may be discovered that several such "unitfactors" for one character may also be elementsfor the
realization of quite othercharacters. If this be the truth,
then the present state of Mendelism, characterized bv
the rapidly augmenting number of new "unit-factors"

demonstratedin the organization of differentbiotypes
able to hybridize,may be replaced by a period in which
many such unit-factorswill be identified. At any rate
there is no reason to believe that the furtherMendelian
analysis will augment the number of genes into absurditv. The enormouslyincreasing possibilities of combinations by augmentationof the numberof segregable genes
are a source of interestalso in this connection.
As to cases of hy\
bridization,in which segregation and
combinationdo not suit the Mendelian "laws,'" it must
at firstbe stated that some apparent exceptionsare prob-ably\,
caused by non-homogeneityof the initial material
for experiments. The experiments of Correns, Castle,
Miss Saunders, Tschermak and others have shown to
excess that phenotypes may seem totally "'pure'" and
nevertheless be heterogeneous (e. g., white flowering
stocks or albino mice). Tlus constancyas to the phenotype of th.e progeny is no sure proof for genotypical
plrity or unity. In discussing alternative inheritance
of the same nature as in regardwe meet with difficulties
ing fluctuatingvariability: the inadequacy of phenotype-descriptionas the starting-pointfor genetic inquiries.

Secondly,the more or less high vitalityof tbe different
combinationsof genes in F2 may perturbthe Mendelian
results, as Baur has illustrated; in other cases the differentdegree of facilitywith which the union of special
gametes is realized may influencethe relative numbers
of representativesin the F9-generation,as Correns has
demonstrated.
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Here we can not discuss the difficulties
in a complete
carrying through of the Menclelian analysis; Bateson's
recent book contains a richness of instances concerning
this matter. Only one instance of special importance

may -be mentioned here, viz., the so-called "blended in-

heritai?.ce"opposed to Mendelian segregation or "alternative inheritance." In cases of blended inheritancethe
genes in question mightbe supposed to "fuse together"
'by the act of hybridization,or, in accordance with the
presence-and absence-view,the gene unilaterallycarried
to the zygote might here in some manner be "diluted."
In this way, which certainly is vTerybadly compatible with

the conceptionof genes as unit-factors,falling segregatioini,
mightbe explained.
Cases of failing segregation seemed to be abundant in
the beginningof the modernMendelian era; Mendel himself pointed out some typical cases in the species-hybrids
of Ilieracitwmc. And Correns's indication as to the constant intermediatestature of maize stems seemed to be
a crucial case. Now the insightwon by breeding experiments as well as by cytological researches concerning
has put the question in a new
the phenomenaof apo gamyc,
light. The discoveries of Murbeck,Raunkier, Ostenfeld,
Rosenberg and others have led to quite other explanations as to the constancyof several intermediatehybrid
forms. In such cases no segregation is realized, because
no gametogenesisis going on-and in such cases there is
no reason for supposing any "'fusing'" or "'dilution' of
genes. And as to Correns's experiments,this careful
author has himselfwithdrawnthe suggestionin question.
But still cases of "blending inheritance'" remain.
Among these Castle's experiences as to the dimensionsof
rabbits,especially the lengthof ears, are the most important and most discussed instances. Castle has in a convincing and suggestive manner demonstrated that the
complicated color-charactersin rabbits agree with the
Mendelian laws. Therefore much stress might be laid
upon his indication of cases contrary to these laws.
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Crossing short-eared and long-eared races, lhe gained
an F1-generattion
with almost intermediateears, and here
no.segregationwas observed in F.
But even this case mayTagree with Mendelian laws.
The idea for such interpretingis won-as Lang has
clearly pointed out-by means of Nilsson-Ehle's (and
East's) experiments,the formerconcerningthe colors of
wheat-grains, the latter dealing with the number of
"rows". in the ears of maize. Nilsson-Ehle demonstrated
that blending of red and white color in wheat is apparentlya fiction: The red color is determinedby several
differentgenes, acting in the same sense and augmenting
the effectof each other. Hence by segregation and new
combinationsof these approximately equipotent genes a
whole series of gradations in red color will be realized.
And these gradations must group themselves syTlmmetof the F1 in question. If
rically around the plhemotype
we have to consider say three genes,A, B and C, we shall
for F, use the formula AaBbCc, indicating the value 3
which is intermediate between aabbcc as zero and
AABBCC as 6. Even in case of no fluctuationsuch a
series must present itselfas an almost continuousgradato findout that the progeny of
tion, and it is not difficult
ever "'class" here will breed true, i. e., the average of
the progeny's character will be like the "class" of the
parent.
Just so it is in the case of East's experimentswith
maize, as East himself has clearly illustrated. Thus,
well-analyzedinstances of heredityin plants, concerning
both color-factorsand meristicfactors may be compared
with Castle's case in question. Lang in his interesting
criticismspoints out that certainirregularitiesin Castle 's
F2-material give strong evidence for the view that we
have no blended inheritancebut true segregationhere as
well as in the cases of Nilsson-Ehle (and, as we may add,
in the cases of East). Further analysis may then probably demonstratein a more directmannerthe true nature
of the apparent blending in Castle's case; as yet we can
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only say that this case does not seem incompatiblewith
Mendelian views. It must also be borne in mind that
certainly there have been very many geuiodiffe'rences
between the differing races intercrossed in Castle's
experiments. Hence these experimentsare really operating with highlyy
poly-leterozygoticF,-generations. And
how great influenceupon dimensions (of ears and other
parts of the body) those color-deterinininggenes may
have exercised can not be easily determined.
As to beans, it is proved that genes, effectivein colorreactions,may also have great influenceupon the dimensions and forms. So in my crosses a special factor,
which makes yellow color turn into brown and causes
violet to be turnedinto black,has a very markedinfluence
upon the size and form of the beans in question. Here
exact data are not necessary; the instance exemplifiesthe
two incidentmattersof fact,viz., that apparently simple
" dimensional" or meristiccharactersmay be determined
by several differentgenes, and that one sort of gene may
have influenceupon several differei'treactions.
Then it seems that Mendelian analysis is proceedingin
a very prosperous-way; but there may be even very
narrow limits for this analysis: the entire organization
may never be "segregated" into genes! But still there
is much to do in carrying throughthe genotype-conception as far as possible.
is
As to cytologicalresearches the genotype-conception
as yet ratherindifferent. Certainlythe process of segregation must be a cell-action intimately connected with
division. But all the innumerablydetailed results of the
refined cytological methods of to-day do not elucidate
anythingas to segregation. It seems to the unprejudiced
observer that the much-discussedcytologicalphenomena
of karyokinesis,synapsis, reduction and so on may be
regarded rather as consequences or mailifestationsof the
divisions, repartitions and segregations of genotypical
constituents (and all other things in the cell) than as
theircauses. This view is applicable even in those cases,
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where sex-determinationcan be diagnosticated cytoIog~ically-.
In the discussion as to the existence of true grafthybrids the cytological configurationshave of course a
high importance as precisely definedcha'-acters of cells
in such cases where the cytological elements of the two
species in question are different. And, as it may be well
known,cytologicalevidenceis not at all favorable for the
idea of graft-hybrids. But the use of cytologicalconfigurations for diagnosis is quite differentfromthe idea that
special cytological elements might have importance for
the phenomenaof heredity.
as the presumed"bearers
The question of chtromosomnes
of hereditaryqualities" seems to be an idle one. I am
not able to see any reason for localizing "the factors of
heredity" (i. e., the genotypical constitution) in the
nuclei. The organism is in its totality penetrated and
stampedby its genotype-constitution.All living parts of
the individual are potentiallyequivalent as to genotypeconstitution. In botany there has been no doubt as to
this conception,and as to animals, 0. Hertwig has for a
long time advocated the same view against the views of
and others,who have suggestedthat ontog-eneWeismnann
sis is partly determinedor at any rate accompanied by a
progressive simplificationof the "anlagen" (as we say
the "genotype-conistitutio'll)in the cells of the growing
embryo. The agencies of normallyvarying ambientconditions and the interactions of specialized parts in the
developing individual may exercise their stronginfluence
upon the whole phenotypicalstate of the resultingparticular individual. But these factors will as a rule not
change or shiftthe fundamentalgenotypicalconstitution
of the biotype in question. Later on we shall touch the
problem of such genotypical changes (the mutations)
induced by external factors.
Here we have to point out the fact that "living
matter"-or, with a more precise definition,those substances or structures the reactions of which we call
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aija characterized by
'l'manifestations of life,"-is winter
the property of autto
catalysis. The autocatalysis of
living beings must embrace the totality of their genotypical constituents. It seems to me that this autocaand comnplemental
talysis as well as the comwpentsative
maitenanlCe

of genotypical equilibrbriumin the organisms,

present some of the greatest enigmas of organic life.
The discussion of cytologicalproblems leads us to the
question of pure or imiapurwe
segregationi. In the beginning,of modernMendelian researches several instances of
presumeclimpure segregation of genes in gamietogenesis
were cdiscussed,e. g., as to color factors in animals. But
more thoroughanalytical experimentshave in many such
cases demonstrated''purity" in the gametes, the cliaracters in question having proved to be more complicated
reactions than at firstsupposed. Recently Morgan has
discussed the question in a quite new manner,suggesting
-as a workinghypothesis that the segregationmightbe
not of qualitative bnlt of merely quantitative nature.
Hence the gametes should as a rule not be pure. Nevertheless, as the author illustrates by means of interesting
diagrams,the FR-generationof a monohybridwithnormal
dominance might be composed of two classes of individuals sharply defined. Anmd
the author suggests that
this idea mightbe able to explain "the graded series of
forms so often met with in experience and so often
ignored or roughlyclassifiedby Mendelian workers."
Here we again touch the question of "blended inheritance." I suppose that the above-mentionedexplanations by Lang and East are more consistentwith the
real nature of the graded series in question. Now the
Mendelian work has not only been able to demonstrate
that several cases of segregation apparently impure are
pure segregations of complicated nature; but even the
' spotted conditions'" as to color in animals and plants,
emphasized by Morgan as a puzzling case, does not seem
to present any real difficulty
for Mendelian explanation.
Certainlysuch cases as Slull has pointed out,viz., hetero-
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zygotic nature being necessary for "mottling" in some
special bean-hybrids,may at firstglance favor the idea of
'spotted conditions" being due to irregular segregation
factorsin
or to differentrepartitionof color-determining
the tissues in question. But a closer examination seems
to vindicate the real existence of special 4"spotting
factors." The very interestingresearches of Lock as to
the "Inheritance of certain invisible characters in peas"
have clearly pointed out a " spotting" factor or a
"pattern' '-determinerin peas, independentof any colormanifestation. It mustbe borne in mindthat a multitude
of characteristic epidermal " patterns" are found in
animals and plants, these patterns concerningall epidermal manifestationsand often showing a widely fluctuating variability. As to the realization of all such spots it
mightbe suggestedthat in neighboringparts of the developing epidermal tissue some little differenceof ambient
conditionsmay inhibitor even release reactions,the alternation of whichproduces the spots.
The whole case seems to be somewhatanalogous to the
merelyphenotypicalphenomenaof alternativevariability
firstpointed out by De Vries, e. g., the alternation of
decussated and contortedstems of Dipsacaws. Here we
touch the highlysuggestiveidea of "sensible periods" in
ontogenesis or histogenesis emphasized with so good
experimental arguments by De Vries. Of course there
must be a genotypicalfundamentfor the existence of the.
alternatingcharacter in question, e. g., for the particular
nature of the surface of the spots (or for the contortion
in Dipsacus, etc.) ; strains without such genotypical
fundamentwill not be spotted (nor produce contorted
individuals at all).-These remarks are made only to
point out that Morgan may have exaggerated a little his
criticismsas to " spottingfactors," but I confessthat this
question is in need of closer analysis.
Then the problem of pure or impure segregation may
still be open; but the tendencyin modern genetics goes
certainly in the direction of establishing pure segrega-
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tion as the normal case. If we accept the suggestion of
autocatalysis as an essential factorfor the propagation of
livingmatterin general,and hence eo ipso, forthe growth
or multiplicationof genotypicalconstituents,we mightin
case of impure segregation expect frequently to find
'dominants" in the progeny of "recessives"; and the
numericalproportionsof the dominantsand recessives in
consecutive generations miustbe rather irregular. But
this is not the case. The recent experimentsof Darbithe
shire ciuotedabove demonstratein a beautiful m-ianner
purity of segregation during subsequent generations in
Menclel's classical object,the pea.
Francis Bacon says: "Hnuman understanding easily
supposes a greater degree of order and equality in thlingus
than it really finds." So we may in modern genetics be
aware of the relativityand narrowness of our provisorial
explanations,rememberingBacon 's warning that "many
things in nature may be snitgeteris and irregular!'"
Among the irregularitiesin hereditywe may reckon the
mutations,observed in nature as well as in more precisely
defined conditions of artificial experiments. From the
famous observations of De Vries and the indications of
several earlier authors, to the modern experimental
researches of M,1acDougal,Standfuss, Tower, Blaringhem
and others, all evTideneesas to mutations point out the
of the changes in question. IHere we need
disconetinutity
to state that the esnot enterthe question; it is sufficient
sential point is the alteratioi, loss or gauiilof cortistitutaeits
of thte
gentotype.The splendid experimentsof Tower as to
Leptiaotarsa have in the most evidentmanner shownthat
the factorswhichproduce the mutationsin this case, viz.,
the temperatureand state of moisture,are able to act in
a direct manner upon the genotypicalconstitutionof the
gametes; and Tower has noted the occurrenceof Mendelian segregation in hybridizing his mutants with the
original unaltered biotypes. There may in some cases
be certain puzzling irregularities to be explained by
futureresearches,but it is evident that in all such nuta-
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tions, discontinuityis the characteristic feature in the
change of type.
As to populations, the biotypes of which may practically exhibitcontinuoustraiisitions like the case of my
own populations of beans-the idea might be born that
biotypes are evolved fromeach other by extremelysmall
steps in genotypicalchange. Hence such mutationsmust
be practically identical with " continuous" evTolution.
But thereis no evidence for this view. Certainlyin such
populations the "'static" transitions between the genoin several
typical differencesmanifesting themnselvTes
characters mav be called continuous but such a "continuityof museums," as it mightbe called, is not at all
identical with genetic continuity. Galton himself has
emphasized the capital differencebetween the notions of
continuity in collections and continuity in or?igin, ancdas
vet

the

nmutations

shown themselves
tions.

So

really

in my own

pure lines.

in

observed

as considerable,
still uipublislhed

Nature fact saltus.

nature

hav-e

discontinuous
experiments

The chemical

all

salta.with

analog

to such mutations may be the formationof homologous
alcohols,

acids

and

so on.

The

greater

mutations

may be

symbolized by more complicated molecular alterations.
But such analogs are of very little value for the understanding of genetic evolution.
The genotype-conceptionsupported by the great stock
of experimentsas to pure line work,Mendelismand mutations does not considerpersonal adaptation as a factorof
any geneticimportance. Plhrases as charactersr, wonbl)
adaptation and having successively been hereditarily
fixed," are without meaning from our point of vTiew.
Hence much talk of adaptive characters successively
gained seems to us an idle matter. A closer study of
desert-organismsand the like may elucidate such things;
in
here the suggestive researches of Lloyd as to stomnates
desert plants may be pointed out. And as to the old
question of "'mimicry,'"this problemin the famous cases
of butterflieshas in a most convincingmanner been put
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into Mendelian terms by the observations and experimeiits of Punnett, de Meijere and others. This stronghold of the united Lamarckism and selectionismhas now
been conquered for Mendelismn,
i. e., for the genotypeconception.
The genotype-conceptionhere advocated does not pretend to give a true or full "'explanation'" of heredity,but
may be regarded onlyas an implemnent
for furthercritical
research, an implementthat in its turnmay be proved to
be insufficient,unilateral and even erroneous as all
working-hypothesesmay some time show themselves to
be. But as yet it seems to be the most prosperous leading
idea in genetics.
Heredity may then be defined as the presence
tical genes in aacestors and descendants, or, as

()fiden:Morganl

says in full accordance with this definition:"'The word
heredity stands for those properties of the germ-cells
that findtheirexpression in the developingand developed
organism.''

And now it is time to end this communication,too long
for its real contents,but too shortfor the importanceand
diversityof the great problemof heredity.
In concludingthis address I must highlyemplhasizethe
eminentmeritsof Hugo de ATries. His famous book'"Die
Mutationstheorie,"rich acswell in positive indications as
in ingeniousviews, has been the mediatorfor the new ancl
the old era in genetics. This monumentalworkis a laiidmark ill the progress of our science. Like the head of
Janus it looks at once forward and backward, trying to
reconcile-at least partly the antagonistic ideas of continuityand discontinuity in evolution and heredity;hence
a great deal of the charm of De Vries's work. But just
these qualities have made the work of De Vries too
eclecticfor the stringentanalytical tendencies of modern
genetics a tendencywhich has in recent years found a
true home in American science.

